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ABSTRACT

During the vast trend of urbanization, mobile sensing in
metropolitan area has become an emerging fashion and
prevailing technology to monitor the environmental
changes and human activities in the city scale. In this paper,
we propose a novel framework, namely, the Context-Aware
Metropolitan Sensing (CAMS), to rise to the increasing
challenges in context acquisition, context fidelity, context
dynamics and context complexity. CAMS is an high level
framework that focus on knowledge discovery among
distributed or mobile users, and loose coupled with specific
communication and networking technology. By a case
study of Beijing road roughness evaluation, we propose
decision-tree based machine learning algorithm to gain
knowledge from 3-axis accelerometers and GPS receivers.
The results show how the CAMS framework can be used to
develop city-scale mobile sensing applications.
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INTRODUCTION

In the past few years, a new trend of urban or metropolitan
sensing and people-centric sensor network has become a
major driving force of ubiquitous computing and contextaware applications. There have been many interesting
applications utilizing context, many of them belong to
Location Based Services (LBS).
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Sensor networks have been considered as a major enabling
technology for realizing interactions between human
perception and the physical world. We have seen oceans of
demo systems and applications, which revealed people’s
ingenuity and great advancements in many aspects of
sensor network technologies. Cuff concluded that
‘embedded networked sensing had successfully shifted
from the lab to the environment, and there would be an
unprecedented move to the metropolitan area, where
citizens will be the source of data collection’ [1].
Towards a better understanding of the urban life, many
research groups have been engaged in fine-grained
monitoring of environment and people’s activities. Center
for Embedded Networked Sensing at UCLA[2] focuses on
participatory urban sensing which emphasizes the
involvement of individuals and community in the process of
data collection and storage(e.g. PEIR[3]). MetroSense
project of Dartmouth College presents a series of
prototypes(e.g. BikeNet[4], CenceMe[5]) for people-centric
data gathering, mainly by mobile phones.
Metropolitan sensing utilizes heterogeneous and distributed
sensors to gain data about temperature, moisture, noise and
air pollution. Spatial-temporal information which can be
obtained from the GPS receiver is aligned to these
environmental information for augmented perception and
personal affair scheduling. However, great challenges still
remain when we try to discover knowledge from data in
metropolitan sensing systems. Henrichsen et al.[6] and
Poslad[7] conclude the challenges in general applications
respectively. In common, they use the concept context as
‘any information that can be used to characterize the
situation of an entity that is considered relevant to the
interaction between a user and an application’[8]. Contextaware system is basically considered as system that can be
aware of, and adapt to its situation in its physical, technical,
and personal environments. Considering the specific
requirements of metropolitan sensing, we highlight the
following four challenges that need to be considered.
• Context Acquisition: In metropolitan sensing, sources of
the information are embedded in the city-scale geometrical
areas. The technical challenges for the infrastructure is how
to accomplish demanding data collection and transmission

ttasks with extremely limited com
mmunication
ccomputation ppower in sensoor networks.

and

• Context Fid
delity: In a cittywide distribuuted sensor syystem,
ddata may be incorrectly, inccompletely, im
mprecisely deffined,
ddetermined or predicted. Moreover,
M
deelay is incurred in
eexchanging ddynamic conteext informatioon and interm
mittent
cconnectivity can even cause part off the inform
mation
uunknown.
• Context Dynamics: M
Most of thee informatioon in
m
metropolitan sensing appliications may exhibit a range of
sspatial-temporral characterisstics. They arre highly tem
mporal
ddynamical. A
And data collectors (e.g. veehicles, peoplee) are
uusually mobille or may varyy across regioons. Therefore, the
ddynamics rendder difficulties in obtainingg an accurate sset of
tthe context infformation.

traces of over 288,000 taxis of B
Beijing , and ffind the mobillity
of taxi reveals great potential of metropolitaan sensing: taaxis
cann go anywhere at any tim
me and perform sensing aand
opeerating task independent from people’’s manipulatioon.
Whhat is more impressing is that withh a large tim
me
graanularity, we can reconstruuct the physicaal field of a city
c
by a quite smalll proportion of
o vehicles. F
Fig. 1 shows tthe
acccumulative traaces derived ffrom 10 taxis in one day, aand
wee can recognize the portrait of the city roaad network whhen
conntrast with a real city m
map (Fig. 2). We developp a
proototype(Fig. 33) and deploy it on a groupp of 20 taxicaabs
andd tour buuses; each includes GPS receivver,
tem
mperature/hum
midity sensor, carbon-monoxide(CO) sensor
andd 3-axis acceleerometer.

• Context Coomplexity: Innformation in metropolitann area
m
may be distriibuted and paartitioned, com
mposed of muultiple
pparts that are highly correllated. But thee relationshipss may
bbe implicit. They
T
may be related by deerivative ruless that
m
make a contexxt dependent on
o another.
IIn this paper, we propose a primary framework for ConntextA
Aware Metropolitan Sennsing (CAMS
S), from coontext
aacquisition techniques to ccontext utilizaation. The papper is
oorganized as follows. Inn section 2, we describee our
pprototype andd deployment of a taxicab-bbased metropoolitan
nnetwork that pperform mobiile sensing in Beijing. In seection
3 we describee in detail thhe framework of CAMS annd its
ccomponents. In section 4 we
w show a caase study of C
CAMS
iin road rouughness evaluuation of Beijing. Sectioon 5
cconcludes the paper.
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METROP
POLITAN SEN
NSING DEPLO
OYMENT

T
To build a coontext-aware m
metropolitan ssensing system
m, the
ffirst question is how to coollect and agggregate data inn city
sscale. Definiteely this is a hhuge challengee when we waant to
aachieve this goal
g
at relativvely low costt and not so much
llabor-intensivve deploymennt. Since 20009, we focuus on
bbuilding flexible and low-ccost sensing innfrastructure bbased
oon public traansportation systems
s
(especially taxicabbs) to
pperform distrributed sensinng and operaating tasks iin an
aautonomous m
manner.

F
Figure 1. B
Beijing roadss

Figure 2. The city maap of

rredrawn by ten taxicabs’’
ttraces

Beijing

T
The favorablee feature of taxi-based metropolitan
m
s
sensor
nnetwork is thaat it can provvide affordable and high deensity
ssensor coveraage for the urrban area. Wee analyze the GPS

Figure 3. Mobile
M
Devicess for Metropoliitan Sensing
3.

CAMS FRA
AMEWORK

Wee propose a comprehensiive frameworrk for ConteextAw
ware Metropolitan Sensing (CAMS). Thhis frameworkk is
disstinct from oothers, e.g. tthe frameworrk proposed by
Baaldauf et al.[9]], because it eemphasizes onn context shariing
witthin the conteext communitty. Here we define
d
a context
com
mmunity as a social netw
work or comm
munity of users
whhere they can exchange coontext in comm
mon interest. In
meetropolitan sceenario, the cappabilities of eaach user are quuite
connstrained by the low pow
wer devices aand the inherent
lim
mits of tem
mporal and spatial survveillance rannge.
Parrticipatory coontext sharingg will greatlyy enhance eaach
inddividual’s prioori knowledge and situationn awareness. F
Fig.
4 iillustrates the overall aspeccts of CAMS framework. T
The
fraamework can bbe divided intoo three stages.

F
Figure 4. CAM
MS Framework
k
•S
STAGE I: Con
ntext Acquisiition

Context acquisition acts as an enabling technology of the
whole system, which includes local context acquisition and
context sharing mechanism.
-

Local context acquisition: acquire data from sensors
which are embedded in the portable devices or
professional equipment. This process may entail many
sub-processes such as sensor calibration and sensor
configuration (e.g. to set the sample rate or trigger
threshold of events).
- Context sharing: in metropolitan sensing applications,
the context of each user is quite limited in both
temporal and spatial range. To achieve a global view of
the urban area, users have to share information with
others. Participatory context sharing will greatly
enhance each individual’s priori knowledge and
situation awareness. Basically, context sharing
mechanism is constrained by network availability
(either infrastructure-based, such as GPRS/3G, or
short-range wireless communication technologies, such
as Zigbee, WiFi, etc.) and community sharing
policy(the social network).
• STAGE II: Context management
Context management includes sub-stages of filtering,
composition and storage.
-

Context Filtering: data may be incorrectly,
incompletely, imprecisely defined, determined or
predicted. Filters only consider events within a certain
range that adhere to context fidelity polices, which
define the temporal granularity (duration and/or
interval) and spatial granularity (absolute location or
relative location) and accuracy. A major task of context
filters is to deal with inconsistency in raw context from
both local and remote users.
- Context Composition: multiple contexts are always
linked and interrelated. Context composition will play
a key role in converting low-level contexts (such as
location, time and identities) into higher-level contexts
(such as where and when a party is held). Combining
several individual contextual values may generate a
more precise understanding of the current situation
than taking into account any individual context.
- Context Storage: includes both historical contexts and
remote contexts, and these contexts are organized to
support fast query-based retrieval. Life-cycle of context
is important to maintain useful context and eliminate
out-of-date ones.
• STAGE III: Context Utilization
Context utilization focuses on context discovery and
adaptation.
-

Context Discovery: reveals the application goal and
efforts to search and retrieve related current contexts to
perform further processing. Discovery of context may
require search algorithms to locate particular matches

-
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in a very large context dataset. Context matching may
also need to use complex (sematic) metadata models
that are able to undertake matches in heterogeneous
context spaces.
Context Adaptation: performs the task of transition
from the current context to the goal context. We may
be satisfied when we see so many contexts about urban
life created and retrieved, but it is really the relation of
the current context to a goal context that is the essence
of context-awareness. Machine learning algorithms
will play key role in the knowledge discovery process.
CASE STUDY: ROAD ROUGHNESS EVALUATION IN
BEIJING

4.1 Overview
Techniques

of

Road

Roughness

Evaluation

Road roughness is a broad term that incorporates everything
from potholes and cracks to the random deviations that
exist in a profile. Detection of the road condition is
important for safety and economic savings. To build a
roughness index, existing methods of gauging the
roughness are based either on visual inspections or using
instrumented vehicles that take professional measurements.
Nowadays, many smart phones, such as iPhone, are
equipped with accelerometers and gyroscopes, and there are
also built-in accelerometers in cars to improve suspension
performance and increase ride comfort.
González[10] proposes a method using acceleration
measurements and Fourier analysis to calculate the Power
Spectral Density (PSD) function of the surface. According
to ISO 8608, It classifies the profile into ‘A’ (very good),
‘B’ (good), ‘C’ (average), ‘D’ (poor) and ‘E’ (very poor)
roughness indices. Liu et al.[11] presents an application
procedure based on wavelet theory to offer supplementary
information to a roughness index and provide additional
information on the characteristics of the roughness profile
of interests. Khoudeir et al.[12] suggests a method to
characterize micro-roughness of road surfaces through
image analysis.
However, most of the methods using acceleration
measurements cannot deal with the dynamic change of
urban road profile. Real-time and distributed data are
desirable to generate a global view of city roads status.
Utilizing CAMS framework, we propose a new road
roughness evaluation method, based on participatory urban
sensing.
4.2

Experiment Setup

To monitor and annotate road roughness conditions, we
adopt the following types of sensors in our experiment:
-

Accelerometers: collect the acceleration in three
dimensions, while X-axis value reveals the accelerating
or braking status, Y-axis value reveals the turn-left or
turn-right actions, Z-axis reveals the vertical vibrations.
In our experiments, we adopt a commercial device with

-

-
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max sam
mple rate at 2200Hz, accuraacy at 10-3g (g is
gravitatioonal acceleratioon).
GPS receeivers: comm
mercial GPS m
module is useed to
obtain thee absolute loccation, satellitte time and innstant
speed.
PC cameeras: a big chhallenge in m
machine-learninng of
road rougghness is the llacking of groound truth, i.e.. how
to examiine a pothole derived from
m data analysis is
ments.
really exiisted. We takke human-in-thhe-loop judgm
PC camerra is used to reecord the videeo of roads forrward
for off-linne comparisoon. By synchrronizing the video
and the acceleration sensors, we could matchh the
acceleratiion data with tthe road surfacce it representts.
Primary
y Results

Fig.5 is a sample w
waveform of the accelerration
iinformation w
when the car crossed a speeed bump. Wee can
ssee clearly froom the figure that there is aan obvious upp-andddown in the Z
Z-axis, with jittters in X- andd Y- axis. Thuus, the
ffluctuation inn peak-peak value
v
will bee helpful indeex to
iidentify the rooad surface conndition.

Thhe algorithm too generate deccision tree cann be describedd as
folllows[13]:
Inpput:
-

D: training dataset;
Attribute_liist: x-acc, y-accc, z-acc and sspeed
Attribute_seclection_critterion: a procedure
determine tthe ‘best’ decision attribute
Ouutput:

to

The decisioon tree for roadd roughness evvaluation
Meethods:
A ← Attribuute_seclectionn_criterion(D,, Attribute_listt)
Assign A as decision attribbute for node
For each vallue of A, creatte new descenddant of node
Sort trainingg examples to leaf node
IF training eexamples perffectly classified, THEN STO
OP,
ELSE iteratee over new leaaf nodes.
Heere the proceduure Attribute__seclection_criiterion is critiical
forr algorithm peerformance. W
We adopt inforrmation gain[114]
as metric of the impact of attributess for learninng.
Infformation gainn of attribute A can be denotted as
(1))
(2))
(3))
(4))
(5))

G
Gain(A) = Info(D) – InfoA(D
D),
Funnction Info()) is definedd as entroppy in Shannnon
infformation theeory. And InfoA(D) is the expectted
infformation requuired to classiffy a tuple from
m D based on tthe
parrtitioning by A
A.

Figu
ure 5. Sample Acceleration Waveform
W

Acccording to thee above methood, we can gaiin a decision trree
thaat can reasonnably perform
m the classificcation task. S
See
Figgure 7.

Figuree 6. Detected Road Surfacce Anomaly
4
4.4

Decision
n tree based machine learrning method

T
To achieve B
Boolean classsification forr the normall and
aabnormal conditions in roadd surface deteection, decisionn tree
bbased methodd is a reasonaable choice, esspecially wheen the
cconstruction oof decision treee does not reequire any doomain
kknowledge orr parameter ssettings. Alggorithms like ID3,
C
C4.5 and CAR
RT adopt non--backtracking approach in w
which
ddecision treess are construucted in a toop-down recuursive
ddivide and cconquer mannner. In our ccase, at least four
aattributes shoould be consiidered: x-acc,, y-acc, z-accc and
sspeed. From
m the traininng dataset, we could dderive
ccorrelations between the vaariables and rooad condition index
((good or poor)).

Figgure 7. Decisiion Tree for rroad roughneess detection
4.5
5

Result Ann
notation

Thhrough the aboove processes we have gainned a high-levvel
conntext (i.e. know
wledge) aboutt the road rougghness conditiion.
Wee annotate thiis context onn Google Mapp: Fig. 8 shoows
ressults from a sinngle trace from
m road test in Haidian Distrrict
of Beijing on A
April 15, 2011. The blue linnes represent tthe
vehhicle traces annd the red circlles pinpoint pooor road surfaace.
Figg. 9 shows reesults from 100 vehicles on April 27, 2011,
thaat predict the ppossible locatiions with poorr road surfacee in
Beeijing downtow
wn.

tem
mperature/hum
midity, and the
t
correlatioon between air
polllution and ennergy consumpption, and so on. All of theese
appplications aree revealing great potenttial on mobbile
meetropolitan sennsing.
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